
  
  

 

ROMIKA PREVIEW Spring Summer 2020: ROMIKA ROMOTION 

Romika's 2-phase sole on the Romika Romotion provides an extra burst of energy and 
combines the different worlds of comfort, sport, technology, history and future to make 
walking feel great. 

 

New for summer 2020, the developers at ROMIKA are bringing the concept of energy recovery 
to the streets with Romika Romotion. 

 

All new developments in the Romika women's street shoes segment have a 2-phase sole 
foamed with PU Energy and the unique patented Romotion IQ joint spring. Romika is 
expanding in the comfort casual and sport casual segments for SS20. 

 

COMFORT CASUAL 

The MONTREAL S range are new urban comfort casual trainers with a lightweight platform 
sole and characteristic beam profile. The Montreal S trainers have removable Purisoft inlays 
and a Romi skin dry shoe lining.  

Clear and pure monochrome quick tie laces in all white and light sunflower yellow will shine 
brighter than the sun in 2020. Blue, white and red – Romika's colours - reappear this summer 
in the personalised zip details as well as on the sporty thin nylon laces. 

 

The BORNEO series is new for SS20 and is created by Romika's development team. This line 
introduces comfortable footbed sandals with a slight platform appearance and 
interchangeable footbeds to the market. The directly injected foam PU running sole works with 
Romotion inside to produce that extra burst of energy and the supersoft Purisoft footbed is 
ergonomically shaped. The styles available in the Borneo series of sandals are pure and made 
from fine leathers with a special coating in light tones such as off white, nude, gold and peach, 
all offering an outstanding level of comfort. 

 

SPORT CASUAL: 

Introducing MARLA – a hybrid performance trainer with a characteristic sole design. Marla is 
new for the 2020 summer season and features a directly injected foam PU energy midsole and 
a translucent TPU running sole. All Marla trainers feature Romotion and ROMI-sense - the lining 
that feels like a second skin, for especially demanding feet. 



The Marla group of cut -out trainers and sock trainers are made from soft Nappa and nubuck 
leathers. Featuring soft stretch in white, black, red, peach, saffron and ocean – with fine tape 
laces - in matching tones. 

 

SUMATRA is Romika´s new hybrid performance sandal with an interchangeable footbed and a 
dynamic sole design. The key comfort feature is the removable super soft inlay with high 
elasticity and anatomically shaped foot plastic. The translucent TPU running sole features super 
grip and an ergonomic profile. The design of these sandals is also extremely functional, 
allowing the fit to be adjusted to any foot and keep a firm hold. 

 

The soft ROMI-sense lining combined with soft nubuck leathers and sport nylon with finely 
balanced nuances - Sumatra brings Romotion energy and something fresh to the 2020 summer 
season! 

 

The Spring Summer 2020 collection sees a reboot of the traditional Romika brand. The 
focus is on identity, direct PU injection, performance and athleisure. 
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